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Abstract
Adults with hearing loss demonstrate a reduced range of emotional responses to nonspeech sounds compared to their peers

with normal hearing. The purpose of this study was to evaluate two possible strategies for addressing the effects of hearing

loss on emotional responses: (a) increasing overall level and (b) hearing aid use (with and without nonlinear frequency com-

pression, NFC). Twenty-three adults (mean age = 65.5 years) with mild-to-severe sensorineural hearing loss and 17 adults

(mean age = 56.2 years) with normal hearing participated. All adults provided ratings of valence and arousal without hearing

aids in response to nonspeech sounds presented at a moderate and at a high level. Adults with hearing loss also provided

ratings while using individually fitted study hearing aids with two settings (NFC-OFF or NFC-ON). Hearing loss and hearing

aid use impacted ratings of valence but not arousal. Listeners with hearing loss rated pleasant sounds as less pleasant than their

peers, confirming findings in the extant literature. For both groups, increasing the overall level resulted in lower ratings of

valence. For listeners with hearing loss, the use of hearing aids (NFC-OFF) also resulted in lower ratings of valence but to

a lesser extent than increasing the overall level. Activating NFC resulted in ratings that were similar to ratings without hearing

aids (with a moderate presentation level) but did not improve ratings to match those from the listeners with normal hearing.

These findings suggest that current interventions do not ameliorate the effects of hearing loss on emotional responses to

sound.
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Introduction
Permanent hearing loss, which is highly prevalent in older
adults (Lin et al., 2011; Stevens et al., 2013), can disrupt
emotion perception (see for review, Picou et al., 2018). The
effects of hearing loss on emotion perception are evident in
the ability to recognize emotion in the voice of others
(Christensen et al., 2019; Singh et al., 2018) and in the
emotion experienced in response to sound (Husain et al.,
2014; Picou, 2016; Picou & Buono, 2018). Because recog-
nizing emotion in others and experiencing a full range of
emotions are both important to adults’ social and psycholog-
ical function (Arthaud-Day et al., 2005; Luo et al., 2018;
Picou & Buono, 2018; Singh et al., 2018), it is important
to understand the effects of hearing loss and hearing loss
interventions on emotion perception. The focus of this
paper is specifically on experienced emotion in response to
sounds within the context of the dimensional view of

emotion. The dimensional view posits that emotions can be
described with a combination of two or more dimensions,
most often hedonistic valence (pleasant to unpleasant) and
emotional arousal (exciting vs. calming; Bradley & Lang,
1994; Russell, 1980; Russell & Mehrabian, 1977).

To investigate the effects of hearing loss on experienced
emotion, Picou (2016) assessed emotional responses to non-
speech sounds in participants with normal hearing or mild to
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moderately severe hearing loss. Participants rated their expe-
rienced valence and arousal after listening to sounds that
varied in expected valence (neutral, pleasant, unpleasant) or
arousal (neutral, exciting, calming). Although ratings of
arousal were largely unaffected by hearing loss, older
patients with hearing loss demonstrated a reduced range of
valence ratings relative to their similarly aged peers with
(near)-normal hearing. Specifically, participants with
hearing loss rated pleasant sounds as less pleasant (lower
on the valence scale) and rated unpleasant sounds as less
unpleasant (higher on the valence scale) than their peers.

These changes in experienced emotion might be explained
by central mechanisms, as well as by peripheral factors.
Centrally, hearing loss has been associated with changes in
cognitive and emotional control (Zinchenko et al., 2018),
changes in resting state neural networks (Luan et al.,
2019), and alterations in cerebellar–cerebral connections
(Xu et al., 2019), all of which have been implicated in
emotion perception. Furthermore, Husain et al. (2014)
reported that participants with hearing loss use different cor-
tical regions to process emotional sounds than do participants
with normal hearing. Using functional magnetic resonance
imaging techniques, the authors reported that, relative to par-
ticipants with normal hearing, participants with hearing loss
showed reduced limbic system engagement (involved with
lower level, reactionary responses) and increased activity in
the parietal cortices and precuneus (involved with memory
and decision-making).

Changes in experienced emotion could also be the result
of peripheral factors, such as reduced audibility. It is possible
that hearing loss reduces audibility of acoustic cues that are
important for emotion perception, for example, fundamental
frequency for speech (e.g., Pell et al., 2009) or spectral cen-
troid for music (Brattico et al., 2011). Indeed, the degree of
hearing loss has been related to performance on emotion
recognition tasks (Singh et al., 2018) and on experienced
emotion tasks (Picou & Buono, 2018), suggesting that reduc-
tion in audibility is related to emotion perception.

To explicitly evaluate the relationship between audibility
and experienced emotion, Buono et al. (2021) presented
low- and high-pass filtered (800 and 2000 Hz, respectively)
nonspeech sounds to participants with normal hearing and
recorded their ratings of valence and arousal. Their results
demonstrate that, relative to unfiltered sounds, filtered
sounds elicited ratings of valence that were less pleasant
(for pleasant stimuli) and less unpleasant (for unpleasant
stimuli). Although their results do not provide insight into
the frequency-specific nature of acoustic cues important for
emotion and were possibly influenced by the unnaturalness
of filtered sounds, their data do suggest that reduced audibil-
ity of high- or low-frequency cues disrupt emotion percep-
tion. Consequently, it might be expected that improving
audibility, for example, through hearing aid provision or
increasing the overall presentation level, could improve
emotion perception for adults with hearing loss.

Although one might expect hearing aids to improve
emotion perception because they improve the audibility of
the incoming signals, the expected hearing aid benefits for
emotion perception have not been shown in research
studies (Goy et al., 2018; Schmidt et al., 2016; Singh et al.,
2018). For example, Singh et al. (2018) reported no differ-
ences in emotion recognition performance between partici-
pants with hearing loss who did or did not wear hearing
aids. Similarly, Goy et al. (2018) reported no difference
between emotion recognition performance with and without
hearing aids for adults with hearing loss, despite demon-
strable improvements in audibility and word recognition per-
formance. For these studies, participants used their own
hearing aids during testing. Although the hearing aids were
verified to be generally appropriate, as indicated by reported
participant satisfaction with sound quality (Goy et al., 2018)
or by being within 8 dB of prescriptive targets (Singh et al.,
2018), it is possible the results would have been more favor-
able if the hearing aids were fit with more careful control over
prescriptive target matching and hearing aid feature use. In
addition, these studies focused on vocal emotion recognition.
Although emotion recognition and experienced emotion are
intertwined (Chan et al., 2013; Hess et al., 1999;
Livingstone et al., 2016), evidence suggests that these two
types of emotion perception are differentially affected by
hearing loss, acoustic cues, and aging (for a review, see
Picou et al., 2018).

Data have yet to be reported regarding the effects of
hearing aid use on experienced emotion, particularly for non-
speech sounds. Based on existing literature, two competing
hypotheses could be proposed. First, it is possible that
hearing aids will exacerbate, rather than ameliorate the
effects of hearing loss on experienced emotion. In the
study of Picou (2016), participants with hearing loss rated
stimuli presented at 80 dBA as significantly less pleasant
(lower ratings of valence) than those presented at 60 dBA.
Instead of expanding the range of valence ratings, increasing
the overall level reduced the ratings of valence of all stimuli
while maintaining the same range of ratings. It is not clear
what contributed to the reduction in valence ratings for
stimuli presented at the higher presentation level, which
were concomitantly more audible. Recent evidence suggests
that even stimuli that are intended to be pleasant are per-
ceived as unpleasant if they are intense and presented
without context (Atias et al., 2019), as would be the case
for nonspeech sounds presented at 80 dBA. Thus, by increas-
ing the intensity of sounds, hearing aids might exacerbate the
effects of hearing loss on experienced emotion.

Alternatively, it is possible that hearing aids counteract the
effects of reduced audibility by providing individualized,
frequency-specific gain, while avoiding excessive loudness.
For example, a common prescriptive target, National
Acoustic Laboratories NonLinear 2 (NAL-NL2; Keidser
et al., 2012), is designed to maximize audibility while
giving perceived loudness similar to, or lower than, what
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would be expected for those with normal hearing. Thus, if
loudness is a contributing factor to the negative effects of
higher presentation level on ratings of valence reported by
Picou (2016), an individualized hearing aid fitting might
expand the range of valence ratings for participants with
hearing loss. Indeed, in the study of Buono et al. (2021),
the unfiltered stimuli were perceived as louder than the fil-
tered stimuli, yet pleasant stimuli were rated as more pleas-
ant, and unpleasant stimuli were rated as more unpleasant
in the unfiltered condition. These results suggest that, by
amplifying only specific frequencies, rather than by amplify-
ing all frequencies equally, hearing aids might ameliorate the
effects of hearing loss on experienced emotion, resulting in
ratings of valence with a wider range relative to ratings
without hearing aids.

Beyond individualized hearing aid fittings matched to
validated prescriptive targets, another method for improving
audibility without increasing loudness is the activation of
nonlinear frequency compression (NFC). The purpose of
NFC is to compress the hearing aid output frequency range
relative to the hearing aid input frequency range
(McDermott, 2011). NFC is theoretically most beneficial
for patients with steeply sloping hearing losses, for frequen-
cies where the hearing aid receiver is output-limited and the
patient’s thresholds are poor. By compressing the frequency
output, high-frequency information is presented at lower fre-
quencies, presumably where the hearing aid receiver has
greater output, and the patient has more usable hearing.
Recent systematic reviews demonstrate some benefit of
NFC on speech perception (Akinseye et al., 2018; Mao
et al., 2017; Simpson et al., 2018), but there is a lack of exist-
ing research that has investigated the impact of NFC on expe-
rienced emotion. The findings of Buono et al. (2021) suggest
that selectively improving high-frequency audibility, which
is the goal of NFC, could improve ratings of valence for par-
ticipants with hearing loss by resulting in a broader range of
experienced emotion.

The purpose of this study was two-fold. Firstly, this study
was designed to confirm the effects of hearing loss and pre-
sentation level on emotional responses to nonspeech sounds
with a larger sample than reported by Picou (2016), which
only included 10 participants in each participant group.
Based on this early work, it was expected that participants
with hearing loss would demonstrate a reduced range of
valence ratings in response to stimuli presented at a moderate
overall level, as evidenced by lower (less pleasant) ratings of
valence for pleasant stimuli and higher (less unpleasant)
ratings of valence for unpleasant stimuli. It was also expected
that increasing the overall level would result in lower (less
pleasant) ratings of valence for participants with hearing
loss, regardless of sound category. Based on the evidence
that increased overall level results in higher (more exciting)
ratings of arousal (Goudbeek & Scherer, 2010; Ilie &
Thompson, 2006; Laukka et al., 2005; Ma & Thompson,
2015; Weninger et al., 2013), it was expected that increasing

the presentation level would increase ratings of arousal.
However, no effect of hearing loss was expected on ratings
of arousal, consistent with previous work (Picou, 2016).

Secondly, this study was intended to evaluate the effect of
hearing aid use on emotional responses to nonspeech sounds.
It was expected that by providing individualized gain fit to a
validated prescriptive formula (NFC-OFF), hearing aids
would overcome the reduced audibility associated with
hearing loss and result in a wider range of ratings of
valence than for unaided listening. It was also expected
that activating NFC would further improve ratings of
valence because the technology provides users with addi-
tional information about high-frequency components. It
was also expected that ratings of arousal would be higher
for both conditions with hearing aids and with the higher
overall presentation level as a result of the increased loudness
associated with those conditions.

Materials and Methods

Participants
Forty adults participated, 17 with normal hearing (mean [M ]
= 56.2 years, standard deviation [SD] = 7.7, range = 50–80
years; 6 males) and 23 with acquired sensorineural hearing
loss (M = 65.5 years, SD = 7.3, range = 49–74 years; 16
males). Four additional participants were recruited for the
group with normal hearing. These participants completed
the study, but were later determined to have mild, high-
frequency hearing loss and thus were not further considered
in this paper. Figure 1 displays individual and mean audio-
metric data for both groups. All participants denied the use
of antidepressants and passed a screening for clinical depres-
sion using the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale
(HADS; Zigmond & Snaith, 1983). For the participants
with normal hearing, scores on the anxiety subscale ranged
from 0 to 9 (M = 4.4, SD = 2.6) and scores on the depres-
sion subscale ranged from 0 to 4 (M = 0.9, SD = 1.1),
where the maximum possible score on each subscale is 21.

Participants with hearing loss had long-standing hearing
loss (M = 14.9 years, SD = 12.9, range = 4–50); 18 were
experienced hearing aid users (M = 4.3 years, SD = 5.0,
range = 0.3–17). With one exception (a 69-year-old
female), all hearing aid users wore bilateral hearing aids.
Hearing aid style was predominantly receiver-in-the-canal
(n = 11), followed by traditional behind the ear (n = 4),
completely in the canal (n = 3), and half-shell in the ear (n
= 1). Five of the hearing aid users were using noncustom,
nonoccluding eartips; the remaining were accustomed to rela-
tively occluding hearing aids, either because they used
custom instruments or nonustom, occluding eartips with
behind-the-ear instruments. Five participants had no previous
hearing aid experience. For participants with hearing loss,
scores on the anxiety subscale of the HADS ranged from 1
to 9 (M = 4.8, SD = 2.5) and scores on the depression
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subscale ranged from 0 to 7 (M = 2.4, SD = 2.1), consistent
with low risk of anxiety or depression.

All participants had normal middle ear function, as indi-
cated by normal middle ear immittance findings (as defined
in Margolis & Heller, 1987) and by the absence of significant
air–bone gaps during audiometric testing. In addition, all
hearing was bilaterally symmetrical, as indicated by interaural
threshold differences less than 15 dB at any three consecutive
audiometric frequencies, or less than 30 dB at a single audio-
metric test frequency. Participants also denied a history of
mental health disorders. Participants were compensated for
their time at an hourly rate. All procedures were conducted
with ethical approval from Vanderbilt University Medical
Center’s Institutional Review Board (#150523). Most partic-
ipants also completed questionnaires regarding isolation and
hearing handicap. Scores on the questionnaires and ratings
of valence in response to sounds in the unaided condition
with a moderate presentation level are part of a larger data
set also reported elsewhere (Picou & Buono, 2018).
De-identified ratings of valence and arousal are available to
interested researchers in a repository (https://osf.io/ky4hx/).

Hearing Aid Fitting
Participants with normal hearing were tested only without
hearing aids. All participants with hearing loss were tested
with and without bilateral, Phonak Audéo V90
behind-the-ear, receiver-in-the-canal, hearing aids with
occluding, noncustom eartips. Two hearing aid conditions

were tested: (a) nonlinear frequency compression off
(NFC-OFF) and (b) nonlinear frequency compression on
(NFC-ON; SoundRecover 1). In both conditions, the micro-
phone mode was set to omnidirectional, and all digital fea-
tures were deactivated (e.g., digital noise reduction,
reverberation reduction, wind noise reduction), except feed-
back suppression, which was set to “moderate.”

The hearing aids were fit in the laboratory to NAL-NL2
(Keidser et al., 2012) and were verified using the
Audioscan Verifit and recorded speech (the carrot passage).
The hearing aids were first fit to NAL-NL2 targets in the
NFC-OFF setting and were verified to be within 4 dB (rms
deviation) of prescriptive targets from 250 to 6,000 Hz.
The NFC-ON setting was created by copying the
NFC-OFF settings and then activating NFC. The NFC was
set to be minimally aggressive while still improving high-
frequency audibility, based on evidence that more aggressive
NFC settings can be undesirable (Souza et al., 2013).
Specifically, the lowest compression ratio and highest com-
pression threshold possible were used, as long as NFC acti-
vation improved the audibility of high-frequency sounds
(4,000, 5,000, or 6,300 Hz) by at least 5 dB for at least one
ear, as measured using the filtered stimuli available in the
Audioscan Verifit. The goal was to improve audibility of
6,300 Hz for all participants; however, this was only possible
for 21 of the 23 participants. For the remaining two partici-
pants, audibility was only improved for 4,000 Hz. The
mean frequency compression ratio used was 2.61:1 (range:
2.2–3.0) and the mean frequency compression threshold

Figure 1. Air Conduction Audiometric Hearing Thresholds as a Function of Frequency (Hz) for Participants With Normal Hearing (Left

Panel) and Hearing Loss (Right Panel). Individual participants are indicated by gray lines and the black line indicates the mean threshold for

each group.
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used was 3,910 Hz (range: 2,800–5,000 Hz). NFC parame-
ters were matched across ears for each participant.

Stimuli
Acoustic stimuli were a subset of 75 sounds from the
International Affective Digitized Sounds corpus (IADS-2;
Bradley & Lang, 2007). These stimuli are 1.5-s segments
of nonspeech sounds, including animal sounds, human com-
munication, body functions, music, and environmental
sounds. The specific sounds used are reported in the
Appendix (supplemental digital content). Each sound was
assigned to a category, based on the category assignments
in Picou (2016). Categories were neutral, pleasant/high
arousal, pleasant/low arousal, unpleasant/high arousal, and
unpleasant/low arousal. Consistent with earlier work,
sounds all had the same peak level (−3.01 dB relative to
the sound card maximum; Buono et al., 2021; Picou, 2016;
Picou & Buono, 2018). In the current study, sounds were pre-
sented at either 60 or 80 dBA overall level. Equipment was
calibrated prior to testing using a steady noise with the
same long-term average spectral shape as the concatenated
IADS-2 sounds used for testing, as measured at the position
of a participant’s ear (with the participant absent).

Participants used the Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM;
Bradley & Lang, 1994), a pictorial, visual analog scale, to
assist with ratings of valence and arousal. For each scale,
the SAM includes five cartoon figures that vary along the
dimension. For valence, the figures range from smiling (far
left) to frowning (far right). For arousal, figures range from
portraying excitement (far left) to calm (far fight). Under
each figure, evenly spaced integer numbers are displayed
from 9 (far left) to 1 (far right).

Procedure
Prior to data collection, participants provided informed
consent, underwent audiometric testing, and completed the
HADS. In addition, participants with hearing loss were fit
with the research hearing aids. Then, they provided ratings
of valence and arousal in the test conditions. As there is no
evidence that rating order affects ratings, participants pro-
vided two ratings after each sound and always rated
valence before rating arousal (Bradley & Lang, 2007;
Buono et al., 2021; Picou, 2016; Picou & Buono, 2018).
During testing, a small, black fixation cross (2 cm× 2 cm)
appeared on a white background. Immediately after the
sound was played, the SAM figures related to valence were
displayed on the monitor. The participant entered their
valence rating on a USB keypad (Targus) and advanced the
program by pressing “Enter,” which immediately triggered
the presentation of the SAM arousal figures. The participant
again entered their rating using the keypad and pressed
“Enter” to continue. Prior to testing, participants were
instructed using the instructions provided by Picou (2016).

Briefly, participants were told to rate the way they felt
while listening to the sound. Participants were encouraged
to make their ratings as quickly as possible but were also
instructed that they could change their answers by pressing
a different number. The most recent button press was
accepted as the final rating. Participants were instructed not
to provide a rating for sounds they did not hear by pressing
“Enter” and advancing the program.

Participants listened to and rated the 75 sounds in random
order either twice (participants with normal hearing) or four
times (participants with hearing loss). Participants with
normal hearing provided ratings of valence and arousal of
sounds presented at 60 and 80 dBA. Participants with
hearing loss also provided ratings of valence and arousal of
sounds presented at 60 and 80 dBA with no hearing aids in
their ears, and of sounds presented at 60 dBA while listening
through hearing aids with NFC-OFF and NFC-ON. The test
order was counterbalanced but blocked such that participants
rated sounds in one condition before moving on to another
condition. Within a condition, sounds were presented in
random order and not blocked by sound category.
Participants with normal hearing completed all testing
during a single test session. Participants with hearing loss
completed test procedures over the course of two test ses-
sions, separated by at least a half-day.

Test Environment
Data collection occurred in a double-walled, audiometric test
booth. IADS-2 stimuli were presented from a computer
(Dell) via custom programming with Presentation software
(Neurobehavioral Systems v 12). From the computer, the
stimuli were routed through a soundcard (Echo Layla),
through an audiometer for level control (Madsen Orbiter),
to an amplifier (Russound Crown) and to a loudspeaker
(Bowers & Wilkins 685 S2) located 1.25 m directly in
front of the participant.

Data Analysis
Prior to analysis, mean ratings were calculated for each par-
ticipant in each condition for each sound category (pleasant/
high arousal, pleasant/low arousal, neutral, unpleasant/high
arousal, unpleasant/low arousal). To ensure internal consis-
tency of the items in each category, raw Cronbach’s α
scores were calculated using the alpha function of the
psych package (Revelle, 2018) in R (3.6.1; R Core Team,
2019). According to the recommendations set forth by
Streiner (2003), the results of reliability analysis revealed
good internal consistency (raw α throughout) for ratings of
valence and arousal (see Table 1). The Appendix displays
the expected α if each item were dropped from the total
score, revealing that the exclusion of ratings of single
sounds would not result in notable improvements in internal
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consistency. Therefore, ratings of all 75 sounds were
included in the subsequent analyses.

Ratings of valence and arousal were analyzed separately,
each using linear mixed-effects models. Separate analyses
were conducted for both research questions (effects of
hearing loss/presentation level and effects of hearing aids).
For the effects of hearing loss and presentation level, the
independent variables were category (neutral, pleasant/high,
pleasant/low, unpleasant/high, unpleasant/low), condition
(unaided 60 dB, unaided 80 dB), and group (normal
hearing, hearing loss). Initially, HADS scores were included
in the analyses; however, their inclusion did not change the
results. Therefore, HADS scores were excluded from subse-
quent analyses for simplicity. For the effects of hearing aids,
the independent variables were sound category and condition
(unaided 60 dB, unaided 80 dB, aided with NFC-OFF, aided
with NFC-ON).

For both questions, participant was included as a random
intercept, and degrees of freedom were based on
Satterthwaite’s method (Satterthwaite, 1941). Linear

mixed-effects models were constructed using the lmer func-
tion in the lme4 package (Bates et al., 2015). F statistics for
each model constructed with lmer were determined using the
analysis of variance function in base R. Residuals were
inspected visually and did not reveal clear violations of nor-
mality or homoscedasticity. Following the recommendations
of Matuschek et al. (2017) and Bates et al. (2015), the parsi-
monious model with only significant main effects or interac-
tions for each research question was maintained and
subjected to post hoc comparisons. Pairwise comparisons
were calculated using the emmeans function in the
emmeans package in R (Lenth, 2019), and comparisons
were adjusted to account for the false discovery rate
(Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995). All analyses were conducted
in R (3.6.1; R Core Team, 2019).

Results

Hearing Loss and Presentation Level
Valence. Figure 2 displays ratings of valence, averaged
within each category, for each group, and in each condition
without hearing aids. Analysis of ratings of valence revealed
significant effects of condition (F1,342 = 32.97, p < .0001),
category (F3,342 = 393.01, p < .0001), and group (F1,38 =
4.68, p = .037), as well as a significant group× category
interaction (F4,342= 15.51, p < .0001). There were no other
two-way or three-way interactions. As a result, the final par-
simonious model included main effects of category, condi-
tion, and group, and a group× category interaction.

These findings indicate that the increased presentation
level resulted in lower (less pleasant) ratings of valence,

Table 1. Internal Consistency (Cronbach’s Raw α Scores) for

Ratings of Valence (Left Column) and Arousal (Right Column) for

Sounds in Each Category.

Category Valence Arousal

Neutral 0.81 0.86

Pleasant/High 0.91 0.92

Pleasant/Low 0.84 0.88

Unpleasant/High 0.87 0.96

Unpleasant/Low 0.71 0.93

Figure 2. Mean Ratings of Valence for Participants With Normal Hearing and Hearing Loss in the Two Conditions Without Hearing Aids

(60 and 80 dBA). Ratings have been averaged across sounds within each category for each participant. Boxes represent first to third quartile;

solid lines indicate median; circles indicate data from individual participants. Significant differences are indicated by *p< .05 or **p< .01. NS

= nonsignificant comparison.
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independent of group or category (M difference = 0.41, 95%
CI [0.27, 0.54], t(351) = 5.86, p < .00001). In addition,
ratings of valence from participants with normal hearing
were different from those from participants with hearing
loss, although the effects of group depended on sound cate-
gory (see Table 2). For sounds in the two unpleasant catego-
ries (low and high arousal), ratings of valence did not differ
significantly between groups. However, ratings from partici-
pants with normal hearing were significantly higher (more
pleasant) than ratings from participants with hearing loss
for sounds in the neutral and both pleasant (low and high
arousal) categories (0.63, 1.19, and 1.02 points,
respectively).

Arousal. Figure 3 displays ratings of arousal, averaged within
each category, for each group, and in each condition without
hearing aids. Analysis revealed only main effects of condi-
tion (F1,342 = 20.42, p < .0001) and category (F4,342 =
23.18, p < .001); there was no main effect of group and

were no significant interactions. The final parsimonious
model included the main effects of condition and category.
As expected, ratings of arousal varied across categories;
ratings differed between all categories (p < .05), except
ratings of neutral and unpleasant/low arousal sounds, were
not different from each other (p> .05). In addition, ratings
of arousal were higher (more exciting) in response to
sounds at the higher presentation level (M difference =
0.41, standard error (SE) = 0.09, 95% CI [0.23, 0.59],
t(355) = 4.47, p < .001). Combined, these data indicate that
ratings of arousal varied across categories and presentation
level, but ratings from the two participant groups were not
different from each other.

Effect of Hearing Aids for Hearing Loss Group
Valence. Figure 4 displays ratings of valence for partici-
pants with hearing loss with and without hearing aids.
Analysis revealed significant main effects of condition

Table 2. Results of Pairwise Comparisons of Ratings of Valence for Participants With Normal Hearing and Hearing Loss. For All

Comparisons, Standard Error = 0.27, and Degrees of Freedom = 68.80.

Category Estimated difference 95% confidence interval t ratio p Significance

Neutral 0.63 [0.08, 1.18] 2.28 .026 *

Pleasant/High 1.19 [0.64, 1.74] 4.32 <.001 ***

Pleasant/Low 1.02 [0.47, 1.56] 3.69 <.001 ***

Unpleasant/High −0.17 [−0.72, 0.38] −0.61 .544 NS

Unpleasant/Low −0.11 [−0.66, 0.44] −0.39 .695 NS

NS = nonsignificant.

*p< .05, **p< .01, ***p< .001.

Figure 3. Mean Ratings of Arousal for Participants With Normal Hearing and Hearing Loss in the Two Conditions Without Hearing Aids

(60 and 80 dBA). Ratings have been averaged across sounds within each category for each participant. Boxes represent first to third quartile;

solid lines indicate median; triangles indicate data from individual participants. Significant differences are indicated by *p< .05 or **p< .01. NS

= nonsignificant comparison.
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(F3,437 = 10.05, p < .001) and category (F4,437 = 368.03, p
< .0001), but a nonsignificant condition× category interac-
tion. As a result, the final parsimonious model included
only the main effects of condition and category.

These results confirm that ratings of valence for partici-
pants with hearing loss varied as expected with category;
ratings of pleasant sounds were higher than ratings of
neutral or unpleasant sounds, and ratings of neutral sounds
were higher than ratings of unpleasant sounds (all compari-
sons p< .05). Results also indicate that condition affected
ratings of valence, and the effects were independent of cate-
gory. Collapsed across all categories (see Table 3), ratings
were highest (most pleasant) without hearing aids in the 60
dB presentation level and with hearing aids in the NFC-ON
condition. Conversely, ratings were lowest (least pleasant)
without hearing aids in the 80 dB presentation level condi-
tion. Collectively, these data demonstrate that independent
of category, hearing aid use without NFC lowered ratings
of valence (0.20 points), but less so than increasing the

overall level (0.40 points). In addition, the data demonstrate
that activating NFC counteracted the consequences of
hearing aid use without NFC and increased the overall
level on ratings of valence (0.19 points).

Arousal. Figure 5 displays ratings of arousal for participants
with hearing loss with and without hearing aids. Analysis
revealed main effects of condition (F3,418 = 3.49, p =
.016) and category (F4,418 = 23.23, p < .0001), and a nonsig-
nificant category× condition interaction. As a result, the final
parsimonious model included only the main effects of condi-
tion and category. Pairwise comparisons revealed that ratings
of arousal were different across all five categories (p < .05),
except that ratings were similar for neutral and unpleasant/
low arousal stimuli (p > .05). Pairwise comparisons
between conditions revealed that ratings of arousal were
higher in the 80 dB condition than in the 60 dB condition
(M difference = 0.34, SE = 0.11, 95% CI [0.05, 0.62],
t(430) = 3.10, p = .012) and higher in the 80 dB condition

Figure 4. Ratings of Valence for Participants With Hearing Loss in the Unaided and Aided Conditions. Data are collapsed across category

because the condition× category interaction was not statistically significant. Boxes represent first to third quartile; solid lines indicate

median; circles indicate data from individual participants. Each participant is represented five times per condition (once for each sound

category). Significant differences are indicated by *p< .05 or **p< .01. NS = nonsignificant comparison; NFC-OFF = nonlinear frequency

compression is not activated; NFC-ON = nonlinear frequency compression is activated.

Table 3. Results of Pairwise Comparisons Between Conditions for Ratings of Valence for Participants With Hearing Loss. For All

Comparisons, Standard Error = 0.09, and Degrees of Freedom = 430.

Comparison Estimated difference 95% confidence interval t ratio p Significance

60–80 0.40 [0.18, 0.63] 4.70 <.0001 ***

60–NFC-OFF 0.20 [−0.03, 0.43] 2.32 .031 *

60–NFC-ON 0.01 [−0.22, 0.24] 0.12 .904 NS

80–NFC-OFF −0.20 [−0.43, 0.02] −2.38 .031 *

80–NFC-ON −0.39 [−0.62, −0.17] −4.58 <.0001 ***

NFC-OFF–NFC-ON −0.19 [−0.42, 0.04] −2.20 .033 *

NFC-OFF = nonlinear frequency compression is not activated; NFC-ON = nonlinear frequency compression is activated; NS = nonsignificant.

*p< .05, **p< .01, ***p< .001.
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than in the NFC-OFF condition (M difference = 0.27, SE =
0.11, 95%CI [−0.02, 0.56], t(430) = 2.247, p = .041). There
were no other significant differences between conditions.
Combined, these data indicate that ratings of arousal were
highest for the condition without hearing aids with sounds
presented at 80 dB and that hearing aid use did not affect
ratings of arousal.

Discussion
The purpose of this study was (a) to confirm the effects of
hearing loss and presentation level on emotional responses
to nonspeech sounds and (b) to evaluate the effect of
hearing aid use on emotional responses to nonspeech
sounds. Hearing loss, presentation level, and hearing aid
use affected ratings, but the effects were different for
ratings of arousal and valence.

Ratings of Arousal
Consistent with previous work (Picou, 2016), the effects of
hearing loss and presentation level were more apparent for
ratings of valence than for arousal. Ratings of arousal were
affected only by presentation level; participants’ ratings of
arousal were lower for sounds presented at the moderate,
rather than the high, presentation level. This finding is consis-
tent with literature that documents the effects of overall level
(or loudness) on arousal (Goudbeek & Scherer, 2010; Ilie &
Thompson, 2006; Laukka et al., 2005; Ma & Thompson,
2015; Weninger et al., 2013). Also consistent with previous

literature (Picou, 2016), mild-to-severe sensorineural
hearing loss did not affect ratings of arousal; participants
with normal and impaired hearing rated arousal similarly
across all conditions and sound categories. Given the nonsig-
nificant effects of hearing loss and hearing aid use on ratings
of arousal, they will not be discussed further.

Ratings of Valence
Unlike ratings of arousal, there were effects of hearing loss,
presentation level, and hearing aid use on ratings of
valence. The effects of hearing loss depended on sound cat-
egory. Participants with hearing loss rated pleasant and
neutral sounds as less pleasant than participants with
normal hearing but rated unpleasant sounds in a similar
manner. This finding is consistent with a growing body of
work documenting the effects of hearing loss on emotion per-
ception, as evidenced by the ability to identify vocal emotion
in others (Christensen et al., 2019; Singh et al., 2018) and by
ratings of experienced emotion (Picou, 2016; Picou &
Buono, 2018).

Somewhat surprisingly, the effects of hearing loss were
limited to the pleasant sounds (both low and high arousal)
in the current study. However, previous data suggest that
hearing loss affects responses to both pleasant and unpleasant
sounds (Husain et al., 2014; Picou, 2016). The reasons for the
discrepancy are not clear. One potential explanation is that
participant gender confounds ratings of unpleasant stimuli;
Picou (2016) did not control for gender between participant
groups, with more females in the groups with normal

Figure 5. Mean Ratings of Arousal for Participants With Hearing Loss in the Conditions With and Without Hearing Loss. Data are

collapsed across category because the condition× category interaction was not statistically significant. Boxes represent first to third

quartile; solid lines indicate median; circles indicate data from individual participants. Each participant is represented five times per condition

(once for each sound category). Significant differences are indicated by *p< .05 or **p< .01. NFC-OFF = nonlinear frequency compression

is not activated; NFC-ON = nonlinear frequency compression is activated.
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hearing and more males in the group with hearing loss. Some
investigators have found effects of gender on ratings of
valence where females provide lower ratings of valence of
unpleasant stimuli than did males (e.g., Grossman &
Wood, 1993; Natale et al., 1983; Vrana & Rollock, 2002),
although others have not confirmed this effect (e.g.,
Morgan, 2019). Specific to the IADS stimuli, effects of
gender on ratings of valence have also been mixed. For
example, Picou and Buono (2018) reported no effect of
hearing loss on ratings of unpleasant stimuli and instead
only an effect of gender; females rated unpleasant sounds
as less unpleasant than did their male counterparts.
Conversely, others have reported nonsignificant relationships
between gender and ratings of valence (Bradley & Lang,
2000). Furthermore, exploratory analyses of the current
data set did not reveal the effects of gender on ratings of
unpleasant sounds. Thus, future work is warranted to disen-
tangle the effects of hearing loss, audibility, and gender on
emotional responses to unpleasant sounds.

Another surprising finding in the current study is the effect
of presentation level on ratings of valence for all participants.
Picou (2016) reported that increasing the overall presentation
level only affected participants with hearing loss. However,
the current data demonstrate that participants with and
without hearing loss were similarly, negatively affected by
an increase in presentation level. The reasons for this discre-
pancy are also not clear. It is possible that the study of Picou
(2016) was underpowered to detect the effect of presentation
level for participants with normal hearing; only 10 older par-
ticipants with normal hearing rated stimuli at a moderate and
a high presentation level. Indeed, participants in that study
provided ratings of valence that were approximately 0.5
points lower for sounds presented at 80 dBA than for
stimuli presented at 50 dBA. This difference is somewhat
higher than the effect noted in the current study (0.41
points) but was not statistically significant in the earlier
study. Thus, it is likely that increasing the overall level of
sounds results in less pleasant ratings of valence for most par-
ticipants, independent of hearing acuity. The conclusion
would be consistent with the work of Atias et al. (2019), dem-
onstrating that high intensity, ambiguous sounds result in low
(unpleasant) ratings of valence, even in response to sounds
that were intended to be pleasant. Combined, these results
do not support frequency nonspecific amplification for the
purpose of affecting experienced emotion by remediating
reduced audibility. Instead, such a strategy (e.g., increasing
the level of music players, increasing the volume on televi-
sions, or using personal sound amplifiers with frequency
nonspecific gain) might result in even less pleasant, experi-
enced emotions.

Hearing Aids
The results of the study do not support improvements in
emotion perception with hearing aid use relative to unaided

listening. It is interesting to note that simply increasing the
overall level universally resulted in the lowest ratings of
valence. Relative to the effect of an overall increase in pre-
sentation level, hearing aid use without NFC resulted in a
smaller reduction in ratings of valence (0.40 and 0.20
points, respectively). These data suggest that personalized,
frequency-specific fitting has smaller negative consequences
than increasing the overall level. This is consistent with exist-
ing work demonstrating, relative to uniform settings, individ-
ualized, personal amplification settings can result in higher
speech recognition performance (Mackersie et al., 2009)
and higher ratings of sound quality (Kam et al., 2017). The
finding in the current study that ratings of valence were
higher with hearing aids fit than with an overall increase in
level extends the existing work into the domain of emotional
responses to sound.

Activation of NFC further counteracted the negative
effects of listening to amplified sounds for participants with
hearing loss. Providing access to high-frequency sounds
via frequency compression was needed to achieve ratings
of valence in line with unaided ratings. Indeed, ratings of
valence were nearly identical in the NFC-ON and 60 dB con-
ditions (0.01 point difference). Reasons for this improvement
in ratings relative to NFC-OFF warrant further investigation
and could be related to improved access to high-frequency
information without a concomitant increase in loudness.

Collectively, these data suggest that improving audibility
for emotional sounds does not counteract the effects of
hearing loss on emotion perception. This finding supports
the hypothesis that the consequences of hearing loss on expe-
rienced emotion are not adequately addressed by hearing aids
alone. It could be that additional interventions are necessary
to address peripheral and central changes in the auditory
system that are unaddressed by modern hearing aids, or
that further hearing aid processing strategies are necessary.
Future insights from additional clinical tests of the auditory
system might help identify specific characteristics of auditory
function relating to the effects of hearing loss and related
interventions on emotion perception.

Future Directions
Future work is needed to explore the extent to which these
findings are generalizable. For example, it is possible that a
more aggressive NFC setting would have different effects
on emotion perception. The NFC used in the current study
was programmed at a weak setting to minimize distortion
and improve access to at least some high-frequency informa-
tion. A more aggressive NFC setting might have resulted in
larger benefits by providing additional high-frequency infor-
mation or perhaps resulted in more negative consequences by
introducing distortions or artifacts.

It will be interesting to evaluate whether the results of this
study generalize to different hearing aid settings. For
example, one might expect significantly more disrupted
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emotion perception with fast-acting, wide dynamic range
compression, based on the work of Arefi et al. (2017).
However, fast-acting amplitude compression could further
improve audibility for the entire dynamic range of the
sounds, which might have a positive effect on experienced
emotion.

In addition, hearing aid experience might have affected
the current results. As this study was the first step toward
evaluating the effects of hearing aids on experienced
emotion, a convenience sample of participants was used.
Participants represented established and relatively new
hearing aid users, although the majority (n= 18) were estab-
lished hearing aid users. Moreover, the specific hearing aids
used were new to all participants, because they were fit for
the purpose of the study. It is possible that long-term
improvements in audibility could counteract some effects
of hearing loss (Purdy et al., 2001). Perhaps with long-term
experience with the study hearing aids, the hearing aids
might positively affect ratings of valence in response to non-
speech sounds.

Finally, more work is warranted to investigate the extent
to which the laboratory findings might generalize to typical
listening circumstances. Specifically, it is not clear what
size change on the nine-point SAM scale would be meaning-
ful in daily life. On one hand, the largest differences noted in
the study were small (<1.2 points). In addition, the partici-
pants were community dwelling adults who were not
depressed or taking pharmacological medications. Perhaps
the reduced range of valence responses does not noticeably
affect participants’ emotional experiences. On the other
hand, valence ratings in response to pleasant sounds have
been linked to isolation and social connectedness; adults
who provide lower ratings in the laboratory also report
more isolation and disconnectedness in their lives (Picou &
Buono, 2018). Moreover, in the current study, adults with
mild-to-severe hearing loss provided ratings of valence that
were 16% lower than did adults with normal hearing bilater-
ally, suggesting that hearing loss has a relatively large effect
on ratings of valence within the context of the SAM.

Investigation into the meaningfulness of differences in
valence ratings is also important for interpreting the effects
of hearing aids in this study, where ratings of pleasant
stimuli were 3% lower in the NFC-OFF condition than
without hearing aids, and ratings with NFC-ON condition
were approximately 3% higher than in the NFC-OFF condi-
tion. It is not clear if a 3% change in ratings would be notice-
able to hearing aid user in their daily lives.

Conclusion
The current study confirms existing findings that hearing loss
disrupts emotional responses to nonspeech sounds for adults
and extends the knowledge base by demonstrating that the
current standard of care for this population, individualized
hearing aid fittings, does not counteract the effects of

hearing loss for nonspeech sounds. Instead, ratings of
valence were lower (less pleasant) even with hearing aids
(NFC-OFF) than they were without hearing aids. Although
ratings of valence were higher (more pleasant) with the acti-
vation of NFC, even with NFC-ON, participants with hearing
loss rated pleasant stimuli approximately 1 point lower (less
pleasant) than did their peers with normal hearing. These
findings suggest that personalized amplification with or
without NFC activated would be preferable to a uniform
increase in amplification, as might be the case with television
or stereo volume control or personal sound amplifiers. The
results also suggest that enabling NFC might be preferable
to not enabling it. Further work is warranted to evaluate addi-
tional interventions (e.g., more aggressive NFC, fast-acting
amplitude compression) for hearing loss that might affect
experienced emotion in response to sounds for participants
with hearing loss.
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